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Title: THE USEFULNESS AND ACCURACY OF SELF EVALUATION OF TEACHING

COMPETENCIES

Introducn

Evaluating teacher performance is certainly not a new trend.

However, what is new is the intense interest in the past ten

years to improv_ ways of evaluating teachers (Oldham, 1974).

Teacher performance evaluation has become an increasingly

controversial iss _. Early in the history of teacher performance

appraisal, educators were evaluated on the basis of traits or

characteristics (presage variables). These characteristics may

may not have been related to performance, and as yet no

significant body of knowledye attests to the fact that effective

teaching performance is dependent on specific traits.

Consequently, many of us discarded this form of evaluation.

Teacher evaluation has taken on many different complexions;

from process rating scales that evaluated classroom interactions

to product evaluation that evaluated teachers on the basis -I

student achievement. Currently, teacher evaluation strongly

emphasizes evaluating performance competencies (Oliva & Henson,

1980; Johnson, 1978. It is generally accepted that performance

competency evaluation be done by a "superior" or "expert",

e.g.,P incipal, Director, Superintendent. Performance-based

evaluation is seen to have several distinct advantages. First,

identifying performance competencies enables the evaluatee to



know what is expected. Seco dly, once competencies are

identified, weaknesses can be pinpointed.

Presently sever l states have moved toward beginnino teacher

performance evaluation through the use of the Teacher Per'formance

Assessment Inst uments (TPAI). The TPAI was created by the

Georgia Teacher Assessment Project and took approximately four

years to develop and test. The TPAI focuses on teacher competence

in areas such as (1) the teacher's competence in planning

instruction and choosing materials to achieve in-tructional

objectives; (2) the teachers cognitive interaction with learners

as well as skill in organizing and presenting instructional

activities, and finally (3) the teacher's interpersonal skills in

regard to classroom climate and performance during instruction

(Tanner & Ebers, 19E15).

The Falk Laboratory School at the University of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has been involved in a research project

for the past five years wh ch has utilized the TPAI n the

performance evaluation of Master of Arts in Teaching interns. One

objective of this longitudinal study was to get the beginning

teachers more di-ectly involved in the evaluation process (In the

setting of a laboratory school, our objective has been to

transcend the evaluation process and make it more of a growth

process).

Some areas of the literature on tea hing evaluation have

proposed th t, in order to judge teaching competency, the teacher

himself/herself may be the best source of inform tion. However,

it is quite obvious that there may be uncontrollable



defensiveness built into evaluation based on 'self evalu Ton'

(Pine & Boy, 1975).

Objectives

A major goal of our recent work has been to investigate the

'accuracy and usefulness of self evaluation using portions of the

TPAI. The objectives of the present study were, first, to

determine how well the self evaluation correlated With that of an

expert and second, to determine if quantifiable gro th in

competencies occurred by comparing a self evaluation at the

beginning of the school year with a self ev _luation at the end of

the year.

The sample included twenty-two graduate interns involved in

the Master of Arts in Taaching (MAT) program. The MAT Internship

Elementary Education is a graduate ogram in the Department

of Instruction and Learning, School of Education, University of

Pittsburgh. The program is comprised of forty-two credits. It

extends over four terms beginning with the Summer Session, and

continues for a full calendar year. During this year the intern

spends each week of the school year at Falk School, the

University's laboratory school. The 180 day clinical experience

at the laboratory school involves teaching responsibilities

during school h urs which are monitored by the master teacher to



whom each intern is assigned and formal ter school

hours. The MAT program is a graduate in,ernship des- gned for

college g adwates with degrees liber Jcton or
other professional fields. Successfu,. the

Internship Pr_gram earns the candidate a of Ar-ts in

Teaching AT) degree and application for PPonsyv- nia

Instructional I Teaching Certificate.

Collectkm

Each MAT intern (novice) was evaluated by the master teacher

(expert) to whom he/she was assigned. The instrument used t_

assess performance competenci s of the interns wem the Teacher

Performan7= A%m==ment Instruments (TPAI) Specifically, the three

sections employed were th_ Teaching Plans and Materials, (TPM),

the Classroom Procedures, (CP), and the Interpersonal Skills,

(IS )- instruments. The first assessment using theTProl, CP, and

IS was conducted in the fall, and the second in the spring.

Following the Conditions for Use of the TPAI, thefall assessment

was begun after the 20th school day (ac ual day ofinsst uction),

and was completed on or before the 70th school day, The spring

assessment was begun after the 110th rchool day, with completion

on or before the 160th school day (Capie, 1979, p.20).

Each intern (novice) completed a self evaluation of his/her

teaching competencies using the above mentIoned time line. The

strument used to assess self evaluation of teaching

competencies was the Competency Perception Su-vey, (CPS), which



waS designed specifically for this study. The CPS was

constructed from the TPAI.

In the TPAI format, each of the three subtests utilizes

competency statements, in icators, and descriptors. Competency

statements are broad statem nts of responsible perf r ance

essential to the effective professional conduct of all teacher

(Capie, 1979). Competency indicators are used in order todefine

behaviors representative of the competency. DesC iptors, more

specific than either competency statements and indicators,

to what degree the competency is possessed the teacher.

Descriptors are usually expressed in sentence format andscaled

from 1 to 5;1 being the lowest ratthg, and 5 being thehighest

For example, a ompetency.sta_tement_ from the CP reads as

follows: COMMUNICATES WITH LEARNERS. The indicator_states:

Provides Feedback to Learners Throughout the Lesson. The

descriptors state:

1. Accepts learner 7omments or performance without feedback

about their adequacy.

2 Responds to negative aspects of student work, butfew

comments are made about positive -spects.

3. Inform students of the adequacy of their performance.

Few err-rs pass by without being addt-ess-d.

4 Helps learners evaluate the adequacy -f thei- --n

performance.

5. In addition to 4, the teacher probes for the source of

misunderstandings which arise.

The content of the CPS was structured to incorpo--t a



repr r-rative samp=e of teaching competencies _ntainereed in the

TM, CP, and IS insruments. The fourteen competency .tatements

included in these ihst urnents form the item content of the CPS.

Specific statement 3:Tendicators -from each of the fourteem,

competenc y statemens were randomly ected by means c=rf a Table

of Randdm- Digits. a-hese randomly selected indicato s 4ormed the
represent ative sampWie of teaching competencies containd in the
fourteen items of tl-e CPS. The fo rteen indicators weee-e listed
in the saerne order a they appeared on the respe_tive -TF=AI 9 and

direction were spe= if ied as to how each item should tre. rated.

The ratins were dorrr.o in a nonthreat ning manner. It v4=Le co m n

knowledg to all interns that the eel f evaluation woulc be

confidental and IJo1d have no influence on course werri grades

Results

Pre est as wel I as post-test scores determined by-- the
novice an= expert we=--e not significantly different lure I).
While there was io dfference between the novice and ex pert in
the total scores acheved there were significant differe-.encee in
the talliE=-, for indi-e..ildual questions signif icant in tteraction
3ecurre0 bie -tween tes v. question and rater experience a% ealetermined

analyzi of variace) On the pre-test two questio
-ated Cliff rently by the novice and expert (Figure 2) arm-rd on the
3 t-teet -there were also two questions that were rated
Jiff ent (Figure

Wher =the total cores of pre-tost and postetest raillsted by the
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novice are compared there was a significant imprornent (Figure

4). Similarly, master t achers rated the noviceS =RS. having shown

significant improvement from the beginning to the eend of the
school year. Moreove- there was no statistical &-fference in

the ratings performed by the ma-ter and rmvice te0=her.

Novices rated themselves as havimgshown signiaLficant

improvement in eight of fourteen variables (Figure 5), whereas,

the master rated significant improvement in only tfiree (Figure

6).

Crici u w Ams..

The results of the present study suggest that the self-

evaluation of competencies by novice teachers iS eh. accurate

marker of improvement. This conclusion is supported by two

tistically significant findings. First, total s= ores for

e aluation by the novice and expert wenenot statis -tically

differently on either the pre- or post-test. And smwecond, both

novice and expert recognized that therewas a quantitiable

improvement in competency level from thebeginning to the end of

the one year internship program.

Because the ratings of the noviceand expert 141.1,-e n_t

diff rent it appears that defensi' nesson the part of the n vice

did not affect the evaluation process. The assurane of

confidentiality may h ve minimized the development c=nf a defe sive

attitude during the self-evaluation process.

The perception of deficiencies as well as strergths were

12
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between the master teacher and the novi e. An additional

advantage of the self-evaluation system is that it provides a

frame ork for formally identifying areas ihere it is expected

that competencies be generated.
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